Grating Selection Process
Selection Process

Technical Information
A number of basic decisions must be made before a grating system can be specified. UNIVERSAL has
developed a simple process to guide you in the process:
1. Select Material and Finish
2. Select the grating Load
For many applications, however, you may also have to
take the following into account:
• Weight of the installation, which affects the cost of the support structure and the ease of installation.
• Corrosion resistance of the material is one of the most important selection criteria. grating
materials may not respond the same way in different environments. Chemicals or combinations of
chemicals have corrosion effects on some materials that can be compounded by temperature or
even the speed at which the corrosive elements contact the gratings. For example, some
grades of stainless steel may be resistant to salt water at high flow rates (perfect for heat
exchangers), while exhibiting some corrosion pitting in standing salt water. Only the designer can
quantify the various elements that affect the corrosion resistance of the grating system in a
specific application. While UNIVERSAL can provide guidance, the designer is responsible for the final
selection. For more information, see “Corrosion” section.
• Galvanizing can cause corrosion even if the grating material is resistant to its chemical
environment.If there is a hazard of galvanizing corrosion, it may be possible to isolate the grating system
from other metals instead of using a more expensive type of grating that would resist corrosion in a given
application.
• Melting point and flammability rating are primarily concerns for non-metallic grating. Local building
codes may restrict the use of a given product if certain performance levels are not met. Check
with the appropriate inspection authorities before specifying the product.
• Relative cost varies dramatically, including material costs that float with the commodity index.
For example,steel, zinc prices may vary significantly according to daily changes in the
market.
• Thermal expansion must also be taken into account on a long grating run, especially in areas
where temperature variation is extreme.

Selection Steps

1.Select Material and Finish
The most suitable material and finish for your application will depend on cost, the potential for
Corrosion, and the load capecity required.UNIVERSAL offers gratings fabricated from steel,stainless steel
and aluminum along with corrosion-resistant finishes,including zinc, PVC and Epoxy Painting .

2 Select the Grating Load Capacity (loading)
The standard classes of gratings, as related to their maximum design loads and to the
associated design support spacing based on a simple beam span requirement, shall be
designated in accordance with Table 1. Please note the load ratings in Table 1 are those most
commonly used. Other load ratings are acceptable.
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